GLST CAPSTONE PRESENTATIONS
Hauge Administration Building, Room 101
Saturday May 9, 9:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
1:00 – 2:00 – Buffet Lunch

9:00 – 10:00 International Threats
Eury Gallegos
Results of the Palestinian-Israeli War: Evaluating Political & Economic Instabilities in Egypt & Jordan
Bonnie Griffin
Troubled Transparency:
The Extractive Industry and Violence in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
Lexi Stauffer
UN Millennium Development Goals: A Case Study of the Rural Sustainable City of Santiago el Pinar in Chiapas, Mexico

Comment: Dr. Peter Grosvenor

10:00 – 11:00 Art, Technology, and Identity
Sarah Smith
Pita Maha: An Analysis of Indonesia Art in a Globalized Society and its Influence on Cultural Identity
Amy Delo
Towards A Rainbow Nation? Approaches to Managing Afrikaner National Identity in Post-Apartheid South Africa

Andy Morris
Social Injustice in a Religious Society: Amish Ethics and Their use of Technology

Comment: Dr. JoDee Keller

11:00 – 12:00 Domestic Threats
Kaitlin Cashman
Fue El (Narco) Estado? State Violence, Drug Cartels, and Neoliberal Policy in the Case of the Ayotzinapa Student Massacre in Mexico

Savannah Schneider
Pegida (Germany’s Newest Hate Group): A Challenge to German Law and Civil Society

Magdalena Stickel
The Long-Term Impact of Genocidal Rape: A Specific Consideration of HIV/AIDS and Pregnancy in Rwanda

Comment: Professor Kristen Plaehn

12:00 – 1:00 Terrorism
Chloe Hagstroem
A Crisis of Identity: Terror, Islamophobia, and the Nation in Norway
Karen Oseland
Consequences of Terrorism: Problematic Emergency Response after the July 22, 2011 in Norway

Sophia Wahto
The Rise of ISIS: A Critique of U. S. Foreign Policy and Counterterrorism Post 9/11

Comment: Dr. Claudia Berguson